
The satnav market was rocked last  

year when Google announced it was 

launching a free satnav mobile phone 

application (app). This potentially meant that 

directionally challenged drivers would no 

longer have to buy any additional, expensive 

hardware – all you need, to operate one of 

these navigational apps, is a smartphone. 

So is the satnav destined to be superseded 

by phone apps? The Google Maps Navigation 

system has since been joined by three other 

apps. We’ve tested them alongside a selection 

of the latest satnavs, to pick the winners. 

Winners and losers
None of the mobile phone apps performs well 

enough to be a Best Buy, and Google Maps 

falls way below the Don’t Buy threshold. It is 

saved from this humiliation because it’s free. 

However, this is just the beginning. None of 

the apps that are currently available work on 

all smartphones. But both apps and phones 

are bound to develop quickly, spelling trouble 

for conventional satnav makers.

One conventional satnav, the Foehn & Hirsch 

N30, also performed poorly enough to be 

named a Don’t Buy, scoring a miserable 36%.

We test smartphone  
navigation apps to see how much 
of a threat they pose to satnavs
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GooGle Maps naviGation 
version 4.11 on a sony 
ericsson X10 £free
Which? test score 21%

Maps UK and Ireland

Google’s first attempt at a satnav scores  

just 21%, but it has changed the market 

forever. A conventional model with this 

score would be a Don’t Buy, but since the 

app is free, it may be better than nothing.

Route accuracy is pretty good, but in 

cities the app fails to recognise one-way 

streets and the data connection is 

intermittent in heavily built-up areas.

On-screen and audio directions aren’t 

easy to follow, and sound quality when 

used with this phone is poor.

verdict Google’s first attempt hasn’t 

hit the mark, revealing basic flaws in  

our tests. We anticipate that it will 

address the weaknesses in 2011 and 

come up with an option that is easier  

to use and more effective.
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Specification performance eaSe of uSe

1 garmin Nüvi 3760T 245 Portable 109 Yes HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHH HHH HHHH 74

2 garmin Nüvi 1690 190 Portable 112 Yes HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHH HHH HHHH 72

3 garmin Nüvi 1310 120 Portable 109 No HHHH HHHH HHH HHHH HHH HHH HHHH 70

4 medion GoPal P5235 147 Portable 127 Yes HHHH HHHH HHH HHHHH HHHH HH HHHH 70

5 navigon 4350 Max 140 Portable 112 Yes HHHH HHHH HHH HHHH HHH HHH HHHH 69

6 tomtom Go 550 Live 200 Portable 109 No HHHH HHHH HH HHHH HHH HH HHH 69

7 navigon 2510 Explorer 118 Portable 89 Yes HHHH HHHH HHH HHHH HHH HHH HHHH 67

8 motorola Motonav TN760t 245 Portable 131 No HHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHH HH HHHH 66

9 tomtom XL IQ Routes Edition 135 Portable 112 No HHHH HHHH H HHHH HHH HHH HHH 52

10 falk Navigator Europe V1.5 (on iPhone) 38
a

Phone 90 Yes HHH HHH n/a
b

HHH HH HHHHH HHH 52

11 tomtom Start2 100 Portable 88 No HHHH HHHH H HHHH HHH HHHH HHH 50

12 vexia Econav 380UK 153 Portable 90 No H HH HHH HHHH H HHH HHH 45

13 xroad G-Map UK and Ireland (on iPhone) 19
a

Phone 90 No HHH HHH n/a
b

HHHH HH HHHHH HHH 45

14 Sygic mobile mapS 10 Motorola DEXT 33
a,c

Phone 78 No HH HH n/a
b

HHH HH HHHHH HHH 44

15 mio Navman 470 110 Portable 113 Yes HHHH HHHH HHH HHH HHH HH HH 41

16 foehn & hirSch N30 47 Portable 90 No HHH HH H HH HH HHH HH 36

17 google mapS 4.11 (Sony Ericsson Xperia X10) 0
a

Phone 102 No HH HH n/a
b

H HH HHHHH HH 21

teSt ratingS for more than 90 previouSly teSted SatnavS can be acceSSed on our memberS’ webSite at www.which.co.uk/sat-navs

Table notes: a Cost quoted is for the navigation application only, and doesn’t include the cost of the phone or a support bracket. b We can only rate the ease of installation/removal when a cradle is  

supplied, which is not the case with mobile phone apps (please refer to www.which.co.uk/sat-navs for detailed usability ratings). c Purchased online for €40 (approximately £33).

GarMin nüvi 3760t £245
Which? test score 74%

Maps UK and Europe

cheapest at John Lewis

pros The 376OT is a super-slim model with 

advanced features such as lane assistance for 

motorway junctions. Sound quality is good and 

the instructions are clear. It has high-quality 

maps and it’s easy to update map data. Its sister 

model, the Nüvi 3790T, scores equally well.

cons The icons are a little small and the 

hands-free calls via Bluetooth did not work.

GarMin nüvi 1690 £190
Which? test score 72%

Maps UK and Europe

cheapest at John Lewis

pros This model has clear audio instructions 

and simple menu navigation. It’s quick to 

re-route and great at highlighting points of 

interest. Access to Garmin’s nüLink services, 

which use a mobile internet connection to 

provide information, is free for the first year.

cons Bluetooth ‘voice dial’ poor at recognising 

commands, nüLink functions not all in one place.

GarMin nüvi 1310 £120
Which? test score 70%

Maps UK and Ireland

cheapest at Argos and Halfords

pros A good range of features, including lane 

assistance for motorway intersections, speed 

camera information and Garmin’s ‘Where am I?’ 

feature, make this an intuitive model. It also has 

contact details for the nearest hospital, police 

station or garage and directions to get there.

cons No traffic information or European maps. 

Trickier than some to change routes on the go.

Medion Gopal p5235 £147
Which? test score 70%

Maps UK, Ireland and Europe

cheapest at Online

pros The Medion is easy to install and 

features a logical menu system that makes  

it easy to program and provides clear visual 

and audio instructions. We found it good at 

navigating through two or more consecutive 

hazards and it has good route accuracy.  

It comes with European maps as standard.

cons Poor UK availability. We had a few 

teething problems when setting it up.

naviGon 4350 MaX £140
Which? test score 69%

Maps UK and Ireland

cheapest at Online

pros This satnav has an integrated ‘MyRoutes’ 

feature, which can calculate up to three routes 

to a destination – for example the fastest and 

shortest routes, plus one avoiding motorways. 

It has high-quality audio and good lane 

assistance. It re-routes well on the move and 

handles multiple junctions effectively.

cons Screen sensitivity is poor and traffic 

information is slow to update.

toMtoM Go 550 live £200
Which? test score 69%

Maps UK and Ireland

cheapest at Comet

pros Accurate mapping and an intuitive menu 

system make this a good choice. It is good at 

multiple junctions and comes supplied with the 

TomTom Live services bundle, which is free for 

the first year. This provides live traffic updates 

as well as a range of additional information  

such as local fuel prices.

cons Pricier than direct Garmin, Medion and 

Navigon rivals. Bulkiness makes it hard to install.

falk naviGator europe 
(version 1.5) on iphone £38 
Which? test score 52%

Maps UK and Europe

pros Route accuracy is fairly good and audio 

instructions are reasonably easy to follow. Falk 

City Guides can be uploaded for less than £2.

cons No user manual and the poor on-screen 

directions make it hard to program and read. 

Map quality isn’t great. No traffic monitoring.

Xroad G-Map uk and 
ireland on iphone £19 
Which? test score 45%

Maps UK and Ireland

pros This includes speed camera locations, 

plus a reverse route feature. Route accuracy  

is fairly good and audio instructions are OK.

cons On-screen directions are poor, as is the 

quality of the map data. It’s slow to re-route and 

there’s no traffic or speed information.

syGic Mobile Maps 10  
on Motorola deXt £33 
Which? test score 44%

Maps UK and Ireland

pros The audio instructions are OK and  

the satnav is fairly easy to operate once  

the application is installed.

cons Difficult to install and program. Routes  

are not very accurate, and it’s slow to re-route. 

On-screen directions and map data are poor.

Screen size
Diagonal measurement.

Ease of use
How easy it is to set up, plan 

routes and use while on the move. 
Whether it has an option to save 
favourite routes, clarity of visual 
and audio while mobile, ease of 
removing, storing and reinstalling.

Overall performance
How well the satnav or app 
performs its main purpose: ie, 
how close each one actually gets 
us to our destination.

Route accuracy
The accuracy of the satnav’s route 
mapping to fixed destinations, and 
speed of re-routing when we take 
a wrong turn.

Score
Ignores price and is based on: 
Ease of use    50%
Performance   25%
Versatility   25%
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